CONSULTATION LETTER ARM 60 HEDRIN® 4% LOTION

Request to Reclassify a Product from P to GSL

* 1. We have no comments to make on the proposals in ARM 60

* 2. Our comments on the proposals in ARM 60 are below/attached.
   *Our reply may be made freely available
   *Our reply is confidential
   *Our reply is partially confidential (indicate clearly in the text any confidential elements)

Signed: ____________________________

*Delete as appropriate

Date: 20th October 2008________________________
Comments:

1. Application is re: lotion, yet the PIL describes the use of spray. It is not clear whether these are two different formulations or if the lotion is administered as a spray.
2. There are some typos and spelling errors
3. Before using Hedrin: mentions allergy to listed ingredients but doesn’t state where they are listed
4. Overall we have no objections to the reclassification